Correction Code for واجبات

Beginning with the first HW from the الكتاب you will be responsible for correcting mistakes in your nightly homework. Mistakes are a natural and expected part of the learning process, and as a learner you benefit from taking the time to revise your work and correct your mistakes.

Corrections are always due the day after you get your HW back from your instructors. Your HW corrections are graded and account for 5% of your final grade. Note that correcting your HW will not raise your grade on the original HW assignment--be sure each original HW assignment represents your best effort! If your HW does not need to be corrected, you will see “No Corrections Needed” or “NCN” (لا تصحيح) at the top of your assignment.

Your instructors will use the code described below to mark errors in writing, spelling and grammar. You need to correct the errors on the same sheet of paper using a different color ink. NB: Leave a space between every other line in your original homework so you will have room to write your corrections!

Keep this paper with you as you do your daily HW corrections!

مفردات = م

Word marked is not appropriate for the context. Use a different word.

كتابة = ك

Word marked is spelled incorrectly or there is a problem with the way some letters within the word are written. Write the word again.

قواعد = ق

Word or phrase marked has a grammar problem such as:
--Gender Agreement.
--Use of the definite article (ال).
--Verb conjugation.
--Use of إضافة (al-Kitaab lessons 3+).

Preposition = Prep

A preposition is needed or the preposition used is not the right one.

Sentence marked needs re-writing =